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Detective Lindsay Boxer chases an elusive, possibly very dangerous suspect...her husband,

Joe.Lindsay Boxer has a beautiful baby daughter and a husband she loves unconditionally. She'd

always been too focused on her career as a San Francisco police detective to wonder what

domestic bliss might feel like, but now she knows, and she's never been happier. She can't imagine

that a brutal murder at a luxury hotel, and the disappearance of a gorgeous blond woman from the

scene, could have anything to do with her own life and marriage--yet soon both are unraveling, and

Lindsay can't ignore disturbing clues that hit very close to home. Just as bombs are starting to go off

in her personal life, an explosive tragedy rocks San Francisco, plunging the city into chaos. Pressed

into duty to investigate a criminal plot that stretches around the globe, Lindsay again finds herself

following signs that lead to her own front door. Thrown into a tailspin and fighting against powerful

enemies trying to protect their operatives and conceal the truth at all costs, Lindsay turns to the

Women's Murder Club for help as she desperately searches for the elusive, and deadly, blonde

before she loses Joe for good. Filled with the pulse-pounding intrigue that has made James

Patterson the world's #1 bestselling writer, 15th Affair is an emotionally charged story that proves all

is fair in love, war, and espionage.
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If you go back and look at my reviews of the Womenâ€™s Murder Club series, Iâ€™ve constantly

complained that the books usually contain two or three unrelated mysteries the main characters are



working on parallel to each other. Iâ€™ve wanted to find a book where all the ladies are working on

one case again. Thatâ€™s what we get in 15th Affair, but the result is pretty horrible.This book

opens with San Francisco Homicide Detective Lindsay Boxer about to go home for the day only to

be called to a crime scene at a hotel. A man has been gunned down in his hotel room. And two

people were also murdered next door. What makes it really weird is that the security cameras

completely failed when this attack took place. What was happening?Lindsay gets the shock of her

life when she is reviewing surveillance related to this case and discovers her husband Joe has

crossed paths with their investigation. But Joe has vanished. Did he have anything to do with

this?Iâ€™m just scratching the surface of this book that brings in some other plots to keep things

complicated and keep the pages turning. The mystery aspects of this book actually worked well, I

thought, and I enjoyed them. The pace was fast, and the climax was logical with the other storylines

brought in all playing off each other for one complex case.But hereâ€™s where things start to go

downhill, and they actually crash fast.First of all, the previous book ended with a cliffhanger.

Remember it? A drug dealer has decided that Lindsay has the drugs or money he was cheated out

of when one of his underlings got arrested by the cop. So he is going to go after her. I was

expecting that to be a major part of the book.
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